Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$79.99

Hamilton Beach Trueair® Compact Pet Air Purifier

Complete air protection is provided for pet owners with the 99% HEPA filtration system. The permanent filter uses proven zeolite technology to eliminate pet odors.

- Effective performance for 140 square foot rooms
- Vacuum-clean permanent HEPA filter
- 3 speeds
- Use it horizontally or vertically
- Dimensions: 6.5” x 9.5” x 15”

Model/Product# 4384 – White

UPC - 040094043842

$74.99

Honeywell Hepaclean Compact Air Purifier

The Hepaclean filter captures up to 95% of fine airborne particles such as dust, pollen, smoke, mold spores and pet dander. It includes an electronic filter check and a permanent washable pre-filter. Place the Purifier in the horizontal or vertical position for tighter spaces.

- Optional ionizer for extra cleaning power
- 3 power levels
- Optional on/off nightlight
- For rooms up 85 square feet
- Dimensions: 9.4” x 5.8” x 12.9”

Model/Product# HHT-011 – White

UPC - 090271900116

$199.99

Honeywell True Hepa Tower Allergen Remover

Use the Energy star® qualified HEPA Tower in a medium to large room. It helps to reduce odors and certain airborne germs. Capture up to 99.97% of microscopic allergens when the HEPA Tower is in use. 5 year limited warranty. The AHAM verifie™ CADR ratings are 110 for smoke, 120 for dust and 130 for pollen. Room size: 170 sq. Ft.

- Easy tap power control
- Automatic shut-off timer 2, 4 or 8 hours
- 5 year limited warranty
- Room size: 170 sq. ft.

Model/Product# HPA-160 – Black

UPC - 092926001605